DETAILED TO THE ISSUE PLAN FOR THE YEAR 2022

Miniature-Sheets:
The Tradition of the Czech Stamp Design: Recess print from flat plates—WAITE (sheet of 10 stamps „B“)
Works of Art on Postage Stamps: Emil Filla (sheet of 4 stamps 39 CZK)
EUROPA: Stories and Myths (sheet of 6 stamps „E“)
Czech actors and actresses: Jan Werich and Stella Závorková (sheet of 2 x 2 stamps 30 and 34 CZK)
150 Anniversary Czech Association of Beekeepers (sheet of 5 self-adhesive stamps 23 CZK-hexagon)
Works of Art on Postage Stamps: J. Panuška (sheet of 2x2 stamps 39 and 45 CZK)

Souvenir-Sheets:
Works of Art on Postage Stamps: Czech gothic mural paintings Bloc with 2 diff. stamps 34 and 40 CZK
150 anniversary Košice–Bohumín railroad joint issue with Slovak (sheet of 1 stamp + 2 coupons)
Nature Protection: Mácha’s Area Bloc with 4 different stamps 23, 26, 27 and 30 CZK
Emil Zátopek and Dana Zátopková Bloc with 2 different stamps 27 and 33 CZK
Landscapes for breeding and training of ceremonial horses in Kladruby nad Labem Bloc with 4 diff. stamps 26, 30, 34 and 40 CZK

Definitive stamps:
08.03. Definitive stamp for additional print: E.Filla „B“ (7 stamps on 1 sheet)
15.06. Definitive self-adhesive: Tram Brožík & Křížik-model for Own stamp Hexagon „B“ (5 stamps on 1 sheet)
07.09. Definitive stamp for additional print: Wedding “B” (7 stamps on 1 sheet)
26.10. Self-adhesive Christmas „B“ (40 stamps on 1 sheet)
The eventual issue will be decided during the year in connection with the provision of operational needs caused by any modification of postal tariffs.

The own stamps-official Issues of the Czech Post:
18.05. T. Maxová (25 different stamps „B“on 1 sheet)
12.10. Olympic (25 stamps „B“ on 1 sheet)
The eventual issue will be decided during the year.

Definitive Stamps-issued in booklets:
Definitive stamp booklets will include stamps with a letter, which will be issued in the self-adhesive arrangement in a booklet only (the stamps will not be issued simultaneously in the standard sheet arrangement).
15.06. Self-adhesive booklet Young animals-Kittens (5x2 commemorative Stamps „B“)
The eventual issue will be decided during the year.

Philatelic-special booklets:
The Tradition of Czech Stamp Design: Recess print from flat plates—WAITE – booklet’s arrangement with 8 stamps and 2 identical coupons

Technical Monuments: Schwarzenbek’s navigation channel „B“- booklet’s arrangement with 8 stamps and 2 x 2 different coupons
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50 Anniversary of the youth Philatelic Olympiad-booklet’s arrangement with 8 stamps and 2 x 2 different coupons

Maximum Cards (MC):
07.09. Nature Protection: Mácha Area (4 pcs)
Selling price of one MC: 19 CZK
Simultaneously with MC we offer also the so-called Philatelic picture postcards (a semi-finished product for production of MC). Selling price of these postcards is 8 CZK.

Postcards with imprinted stamp
Selling price: 1 CZK + face value of the imprinted stamp
The eventual issue will be decided during the year.

Operating Postcards:
Selling price: 1 CZK + face value of the imprinted stamp
The eventual issue will be decided during the year in connection with the provision of operational needs caused by any modification of postal tariffs.

Commemorative Postcards:
07.09. Collector 2022 - Praga Piccola „B“
Selling price: 5 CZK + face value of the stamp.
Potential further issues are not known

Postcards with PostFila print:
07.09. Collector 2022 „B“
Selling price: 5 CZK + face value of the imprinted stamp
The eventual issue will be decided during the year.

Postcards with „Stamp creation“ print:
Selling price: 5 CZK + face value of imprinted stamp
The eventual issue will be decided during the year.

Year books with the black print of bloc from the issue NICO
18.05.2022 Year book of stamps 2021. Selling price: 2 087 CZK

Stamps with the Pre-print:
09.05. Dancing House E - Tribute to Ukraine - symbolic motifs in the Ukrainian colours 593 CZK
07.09. Dancing House E - Gothic murals Postal Museum Vyšší Brod 593 CZK

Commemorative prints:
14.07. Adolf Absolon – 85 Years (340 CZK)
04.08. Václav Fajt – 70 Years (355 CZK)
21.09. Selection of engravings of FDC’s 2019 (297 CZK)
21.09. Rotunda of St. Wenceslas in Prague
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Subject to alternation